Abstract. We define a new class of Ξ-coalescents characterized by a possibly infinite measure over the non negative integers. We call them symmetric coalescents since they are the unique family of exchangeable coalescents satisfying a symmetry property on their coagulation rates: they are invariant under any transformation that consists in moving one element from one block to another without changing the total number of blocks. We illustrate the diversity of behaviors of this family of processes by introducing and studying a one parameter subclass, the (β, S)-coalescents. We also embed this family in a larger class of Ξ-coalescents arising as the limit genealogies of Wright-Fisher models with bottlenecks.
1. Introduction
1.1.
A new family of Ξ-coalescents. Coalescents with simultaneous multiple collisions (Ξ-coalescents, [23, 18, 2] ) form the widest class of exchangeable coagulating Markov chains with values in the set of partitions of N. Since the seminal example provided by the Kingman coalescent [13] , these processes are interesting from both a mathematical and a biological point of view. Mathematically, they give a nice connection with de Finetti's representation of exchangeable partitions and they exhibit a rich variety of behaviors. Biologically, they describe the genealogy of a large class of population models and their study provides some statistical tools for inference. Schweinsberg [23] showed that any exchangeable coalescent is characterized by a finite measure Ξ on the ranked infinite simplex ∆ = {ζ = (ζ 1 , ζ 2 . . . . ), ζ 1 ≥ ζ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0, where (ζ, ζ) := i≥1 ζ 2 i . This complicated formula is resulting from colliding original blocks according to a Kingman's paintbox associated to a partition ζ drawn from the σ-finite measure Ξ(dζ)/(ζ, ζ). This complexity justifies the necessity to consider subclasses of exchangeable coalescents that are easier to study.
When Ξ only puts weight on the subset of mass-partitions having only one positive element, formula (1.2) reduces considerably as there is now no possibility to obtain simultaneous collisions. The resulting subclass of exchangeable coalescents is that of coalescents with multiple collisions (Λ-coalescents. [20, 21] ). Their elegant theory, built around their one to one correspondence with finite measures in [0, 1], turned this family into the most studied class of coalescent processes for twenty years now. In particular, Beta-coalescents [24] provide a one-parameter family of Λ-coalescents, more convenient to study and better calibrated for statistical applications in population genetics. This model is now validated by the biological community.
However, we find less works about Ξ-coalescents in the literature and their applications in biology are rarer. We can yet cite the Poisson-Dirichlet coalescent [22, 19] and the Beta-Xi family [4] that provide promising models. The reason for this is probably the difficulty arising from the complex formulation of (1.2). A first step to simplify it is to consider a measure Ξ on
In this case the transition rates simplify. We can now consider 
Ξ(dζ) (ζ, ζ) .
In this paper we describe a simple family of Ξ-coalescents: the symmetric coalescent. The reason for its name is that the distribution of the tree obtained from a symmetric coalescent is invariant under the transformation that consists in cutting one branch from one node and pasting it somewhere else in the tree, at the same height (see Figure 1 for an illustration). In other words, as a partition-valued process, the symmetric coalescent is invariant under the transformation that consists into displacing one element from one block to another (without changing the number of non-empty blocks). Definition 1. The symmetric coalescents are the only family of exchangeable coalescents whose transition rates satisfy the following symmetry property: for every b > 1, 2 ≤ r < b and for every k 1 , . . . , k r and k 1 , . . . , k r such that
λ b,(k 1 ,...,kr) = λ b,(k 1 ,...,k r ) .
In the sequel we will consider the symmetric elements of ∆ * . Let ξ 0 := (0, 0, . . . ) and, for k ∈ N,
and we denote their set by ∆ sym . Our first result establishes a correspondence between symmetric coalescents and a measure on a simple set, being here Z + := N ∪ {0}. In the symmetric coalescent these three trees have the same probability. The second one is obtained from the first one by cutting and pasting the purple branch to a different node. The third one can be obtained from the second one by displacing the blue branch from one position to another. In other words, in the S-coalescent, λ 6,(4,1,1) = λ 6,(2,3,1) = λ 6,(2,2,2) .
Theorem 1.
A coalescent is symmetric if and only if there exists a measure F on Z + such that
and such that the characterizing measure S on ∆ only puts weight on ∆ sym and
Observe that condition 1.3 ensures that the measure S is finite which is a necessary and sufficient condition for a Ξ-coalescent to be well defined. Mimicking the common notations we will speak about S-coalescents.
The fact that the characterizing measure S (or F ) only puts weight on elements of ∆ sym simplifies a lot the global picture of the coalescence tree, even when starting from an infinite population. In particular, a S-coalescent is almost surely finite after the first coalescence. However, the symmetric coalescent can come down from infinity. Denoting by {N t } t≥0 the block-counting process of the symmetric coalescent and assuming that N 0 = ∞, recall that a coalescent comes down from infinity if for every t > 0, N t < ∞ almost surely. Observing that the time of the first coalescence event is exponentially distributed, with parameter
, it is straightforward to get the next result. Proposition 1. A S-coalescent comes down from infinity if and only if
An interesting family of symmetric coalescents, that we will call (β, S)-coalescents, contains those characterized by F (k) = k −β , for β > 0 (so that condition 1.3 is satisfied). By Proposition 1, a (β, S)-coalescent comes down from infinity if and only if 0 < β ≤ 1, which exhibits a richer behavior. We now focus on the total coalescence rate when there are n lineages, which is given by
Proposition 2. For the (β, S)-coalescent, with β ∈ (0, 1), we have
For the (1, S)-coalescent, we have
It is interesting to compare these asymptotics with other classical coalescents. For example, when β → 0, the total coalescence rate becomes very close to the total coalescence rate of the Kingman coalescent, which is of order n 2 . When β ∈ (0, 1/2] the total coalescence rate is very close to that of a Beta(2 − 2β, 2β)-coalescent, see Lemma 2.2 in [5] . In particular, the rates of the (1/2, S)-coalescent have the same order than those of the Bolthausen-Sznitman coalescent.
1.2.
Wright-Fisher models with demographic bottlenecks. Since it was proposed in 1982, the Kingman coalescent [13] has become a key tool in population genetics. It can describe the limit genealogy of classical models as the Wright-Fisher and the Moran model. It has proven to be robust to modifications of these models assumptions (such as constant population size or random mating) and thus arises as the genealogy of a broad class of population models. However, it does not model well genealogies from certain populations, e.g. with a skewed offspring distribution, which are captured by coalescents with (simultaneous) multiple collisions [18] .
Modeling populations with varying population size has been of great interest, for example to infer the human population history [14, 25] . Several variations of the Wright-Fisher model with fluctuating population size have been studied, in which the population size changes but remains of order N . It has been shown that in many cases, the genealogy converges to a continuous time-rescaling of Kingman coalescent (see for example [9, 11, 10] ). More recently, Freund [6] studied the case of Cannings models with highly variant offspring number (whose genealogy is usually described by a Λ-coalescent) in which the population size fluctuates (but remains of the order of N ) and shown that the genealogy converges to a time-rescaled Λ-coalescent.
In Section 6.1 of [3] , Birkner et al. consider a population undergoing recurrent demographic bottlenecks. We call a bottleneck an event that reduces substantially the population size and that may last for one or several generations. They suggest that the genealogy is described by a discontinuous time-rescaling of the Kingman coalescent, more precisely a Kingman coalescent where time is rescaled by a subordinator, and which is in fact a Ξ-coalescent. But they only consider the case where the population size during the bottleneck is small compared to N but still explodes.
To our knowledge, the case of drastic fluctuations, in which the population size during the bottleneck is not of the order of N , but much smaller (and is not infinite in the limiting scenario) has not been studied yet. The S-coalescent arises in the case where the population size during the bottleneck is distributed as F . In this article, we are going to study different types of bottlenecks, with different scalings for the population sizes inside and outside the bottleneck, and different lengths. We will establish a classification of the limiting genealogies obtained in the different settings and give some intuitions on how to relate the different processes.
To do so, we define a class of models that can be called Wright-Fisher models with demographic bottlenecks.
Definition 2 (The Wright-Fisher model with bottlenecks). The Wright-Fisher model with bottlenecks (parametrized by N ∈ N) has varying population size, which is given by a sequence of random variables
) ∈ V chooses her parent uniformly amongst the R N g−1 individuals of generation g − 1, and the set of edges is E := {((j, g − 1)(i, g)) : (j, g − 1) is the parent of (i, g)}.
The case P(R N g = N ) = 1, ∀g ∈ Z + , is the classical Wright-Fisher model and it is well known that, when the time is rescaled by N and N → ∞, the genealogy of a sample of n individuals is described by the Kingman coalescent. We are led to ask ourselves under which conditions on {R N g } g∈Z + does the genealogy still converge to a Kingman coalescent, and if it does not, what type of coalescents describe the genealogy of a population that has undergone bottlenecks.
We are going to study different types of Wright-Fisher models with bottlenecks, with different types of laws for the sequence {R N g } g∈Z + . Inspired from [3] (Section 6, p. 57), we are going to describe the demographic history of the population by three random sequences of i.i.d. positive real numbers: {s i,N } i∈N , {l i,N } i∈N and {b i,N } i∈N . The sequence of population sizes {R N g } g∈Z + is given by
This means that the population size stays at N for s i,N generations and then it is reduced to b i,N N for l i,N generations. At the end of the bottleneck, the population reaches N again and it stays until the next event. Note that we have assumed that the decline and the re-growth of the population size are instantaneous.
We call b i,N the intensity of the i-th bottleneck and we distinguish between:
• Soft bottlenecks, where
the population size during the bottleneck is small compared to N , but still large in absolute numbers.
• Drastic bottlenecks, where
e. the population size during the bottleneck is very small compared to N , and remains finite in the limiting scenario, when the population size outside the bottlenecks is infinite. We call l i,N the duration of the i-th bottleneck. We will distinguish between short bottlenecks, that last for only one generation and long bottlenecks that last for several generations. In both cases, we will assume that there exists α ∈ (0, 1] such that l i,N N α → 0 as N → ∞, in distribution, i.e. when time is re-scaled by N α the duration of the bottleneck is negligible. Finally, we call s i,N the periodicity of the bottlenecks and again, we distinguish between frequent bottlenecks when, s i,N /N → 0 in distribution as N → ∞ and rare bottlenecks otherwise.
In this paper, we study four models and their genealogies, as summarized in Table 1 . We establish the relations between forwards and backwards models via moment duality results.
In particular, when the bottlenecks are short, drastic and rare and b i,n N is distributed as F 0 , a measure on N, we can prove that the scaling limit of a subpopulation frequency is given by a Wright-Fisher diffusion with jumps
where {B t } t≥0 is a standard Brownian motion andN is a compensated Poisson measure on (0, ∞)×N×[0, 1] N with intensity ds⊗F 0 (k)⊗du, where du is the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] N . As we shall see in Section 2.3, this equation has a unique strong solution that is moment dual to the block-counting process of the symmetric coalescent characterized by F = δ 0 + F 0 . Similar results will be proven for the Wright-Fisher model with long drastic bottlenecks and long soft bottlenecks. In both cases, we have convergence of the frequency process associated to the Wright-Fisher model to a diffusion with jumps, which is moment dual to the block-counting process of a bottleneck coalescent.
1.3. Outline. We start the core of this article by a complete study of the symmetric coalescent. More precisely, in Section 2.1, we prove Theorem 1.3 and explicit the transition rates and the generator of the process. In Section 2.2, we study asymptotics of the total coalescent rates (Proposition 2) and the tree length in the special case of (β, S)-coalescents. In Section 2.3, we establish a first duality result between the S-coalescent and the Wright-Fisher diffusion with short drastic bottlenecks. The two last sections are devoted to the study of other models with bottlenecks and their genealogies: Section 3 for (long) drastic bottlenecks and Section 4 for soft bottlenecks, where time-changed Kingman coalescents appear as limiting genealogies.
The symmetric coalescent
We will start by considering bottlenecks that are drastic and short i.e. bottlenecks that only last for one generation and where the population size during the bottleneck is very small compared to N (and remains finite even if N → ∞). More precisely we consider the following model (that is a special case of Definition 2). 
Remark 1. In this case, the bottlenecks are short and if the i-th bottleneck takes place during generation g, b i,N N = min(N, F g ), which does not tend to infinity when N goes to infinity, so the bottlenecks are drastic. In addition, s i,N , the time between two bottlenecks follows a geometric distribution of parameter k N /N α , so the expectation of s i,N /N is N α /N . Thus, when α < 1 the bottlenecks are frequent and when α = 1 the bottlenecks are rare.
As we will prove, when N → ∞ and time is rescaled by N α , the genealogy of this model is described by the symmetric coalescent. It is now time to study this process.
2.1. Characterization. Let us start with the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. From (1.4), we decompose F (resp. S) into a 'Kingman part' and a 'simultaneous multiple collisions' part, i.e. F = aδ 0 + F 0 where a := F (0) ≥ 0 and F 0 (0) = 0 (resp. S = aδ 0 + S 0 ).
We start by proving that any Ξ-coalescent that is characterized by a measure S on ∆ sym as above is symmetric. We fix b ≥ 2 and k 1 , . . . , k r and k 1 , . . . , k r such that [23] , the transition rates can be written as follows:
Conversely, suppose that a Ξ-coalescent satisfies the symmetric condition on its transition rates. We write Ξ = aδ 0 + Ξ 0 . For any ζ ∈ ∆, we set
and we assume that Ξ 0 (Z) > 0. Using Theorem 2 in [23] , we have
and
So,
as the integrand is equal to zero on ∆ \ Z and strictly positive on Z. This cannot be true (as the coalescent is symmetric). So we need Ξ 0 (Z) = 0, i.e. Ξ 0 can only take positive values on ∆ \ Z, i.e. elements of ∆ such that there exists 0 < u ≤ 1 with ζ = (u, u, . . . , u, 0, 0, . . . ).
Now, we consider the set Z 0 = {ζ ∈ ∆ \ Z, ζ 0 > 0} and we assume that Ξ 0 (Z) = 0 and Ξ 0 (Z 0 ) > 0. We have (3, 1) if and only if Ξ 0 (Z 0 ) = 0, which means that Ξ 0 can only put weight on elements of (∆ \ Z) \ Z 0 , i.e. elements of ∆ sym . This completes the proof.
As we shall see in Section 2.3, the symmetric coalescent characterized by a probability measure F 0 describes the genealogy of a Wright-Fisher model with short drastic bottlenecks parametrized by α ∈ (0, 1], N , k N = 1 and F 0 , in the limit when N → ∞. The case a = 0 corresponds to frequent bottlenecks (α < 1) and the case a = 1 corresponds to rare bottlenecks (α = 1). In fact, when time is rescaled by N α , if the bottlenecks are frequent, in the limiting genealogy we only see coalescent events taking place during the bottlenecks, whereas if the bottlenecks are rare, there is a 'Kingman part' in the limiting genealogy, corresponding to coalescence events taking place outside the bottlenecks. The measure F that characterizes the corresponding S-coalescent is given by F = 1 α=1 δ 0 + F 0 . We will also discuss in this section a model where the limit genealogical process is a symmetric coalescent characterized by a measure F that is not finite. Indeed, we show that, when N → ∞, the Wright-Fisher model with short drastic bottlenecks converges to a diffusion with jumps that is moment dual to the block-counting process of the symmetric coalescent.
We now suggest a construction of the symmetric coalescent that is a version of Kingman's paintbox construction. For k ∈ N, the interval [0, 1] is split into k disjoint sub-intervals of length 1/k and we let U 1 , U 2 , . . . be i.i.d. uniform random variables in [0, 1]. The paintbox partition derived from k is the partition obtained by setting i ∼ j iff U i and U j fall in the same sub-interval. In other words, imagine b ∈ N ∪ {∞} balls and k boxes. Each ball is allocated to a box, chosen uniformly at random. In the language of Kingman's paintbox, balls that go to the same box are painted in the same color.
denotes the number of balls allocated to box i, then
In words, at each jump time, if there are b blocks, we choose a number k of boxes (with distribution F ) and we allocate b balls to k boxes.
Finally let us consider {N t } t≥0 , the block-counting process of the symmetric coalescent and, for i > j, let us denote by q ij its transition rate from i to j. Let us define the random variable
which counts the number of non-empty boxes. Our next result is the symmetric coalescent version of Proposition 2.1 in [7] .
Proposition 4. We have
Proof. The first equation is a direct consequence of the paintbox construction. The second one comes from the observation that the number of empty boxes, k − W k,i , satisfies
We define G, the infinitesimal generator of the block-counting process {S t } t≥0 . For any function h : N → R, we have
2.2.
Tree length and total coalescence rate of (β, S)-coalescents. We now focus on the family of (β, S)-coalescents. In this case, the total coalescence rate (1.5) is
where C k n is the event that, in the paintbox construction with k boxes and n balls, there are at least two balls that are allocated to the same box. For n > k, P(C k n ) = 1 and for n ≤ k,
In fact, the probability of C k n is 1 minus the probability that n successive balls are allocated to distinct boxes, which can be computed in the following way: the first ball is allocated to any box and then, for 2 ≤ i ≤ n, the i-th ball is allocated to one of the k + 1 − i empty boxes. We are now ready to prove Proposition 2 Proof of Proposition 2. We first treat the case β ∈ (0, 1). Fix 0 < < 1. We divide (2.8) into two parts.
For the second term, we have
where the last equality is obtained by integrating by parts and using the inverse-gamma distribution.
For the first term, observe that
which is negligible compared to the second term.
Let us now suppose that β = 1. We divide (2.8) into three parts (recall that P(C k n ) = 1 when k ≤ n).
The fist term is obviously equivalent to log n. The second term is clearly smaller than log n.
Let us now find a lower bound
For the third term, we use similar computations as in the case β < 1,
This ends the proof.
Remark 2. This method generalizes when F is regularly varying.
This result on the total coalescence rate allows us to give a first estimate of the tree length of the (β, S)-coalescent. Let L n be the sum of the lengths of all the branches of the tree obtained from a (β, S)-coalescent started with n lineages and stopped at the first time when there is only one lineage.
It is well known that, when n grows, the expected tree length of a Kingman coalescent started with n lineages is of order log n, while it is trivial to observe that the expected tree length of a symmetric coalescent with characteristic measure S m such that S m (ξ k ) := m1 {k=m} , is of order n. Furthermore, the block-counting process of the S m -coalescent converges to the block-counting process of the Kingman coalescent as m → ∞ (in the weak topology). This suggests a complex and interesting relation between the tree length and the measure S. Corollary 1. For β ∈ (0, 1), there exist two positive constants C β and c β , that only depend on β (and not on n), such that for n large enough, 
As we can see in Figure 2 , this corollary provides better estimates of the tree length when β is close to 1 or close to 0.
Proof. First, recall that we have an upper bound that is given by the S m -coalescent, whose length is of order n. For m = 1, the tree length of the S 1 -coalescent is bigger than the total tree length of the (β, S)-coalescent.
In addition, for β ∈ (0, 1), we have
In fact 1/λ k is the expectation of the time to the first coalescence when there are k lineages, so k/λ k is the expected length of a tree started with k lineages and stopped at the first coalescence event. Recall that, in a coalescent where only two blocks can coalesce at a time (for example the Kingman coalescent), the sum on the right hand side would be the expected length, but in a coalescent with simultaneous multiple collisions we do not observe all the states {2, . . . , n} for the block-counting process so it is only an upper bound. Using Proposition 2, there exists a constant c such that
which completes the proof of this first step.
For β ∈ (0, 1], for the lower bound, we have
which is the length of the tree stopped at the first coalescence event. When 0 < β < 1/2 this lower bound is not interesting, as it is of order n 2β−1 and it decreases with n. But E(L n ) can always be bounded from below by a positive constant, which completes the proof.
2.3. Duality with the Wright-Fisher model with short drastic bottlenecks. We consider the Wright-Fisher model with short drastic bottlenecks from Definition 3. Imagine that there are two types of individuals, 0 and 1, and each individual inherits the type of her parent. We denote by {X N g } g∈Z the process corresponding to the frequency of type 1 individuals in the population i.e., for any g ∈ Z + ,
As in the classical Wright-Fisher model, given R N g+1 and X N g , N X N g+1 follows a binomial distribution of parameters R N g+1 and X N g . In the following, "=⇒" denotes weak convergence in the Skorokhod topology
Theorem 2. Let F 0 be a measure in N that fulfills condition (1.3). Fix α ∈ (0, 1] and γ ∈ (0, α/2). We consider the probability measure F N γ defined by
Consider the sequence of processes {X N } N ∈N , such that X N = {X N g } g∈Z + is the frequency process associated with the Wright-Fisher model with short drastic bottlenecks parametrized by
where {X t } t≥0 is the unique strong solution of the SDE (2.9)
where {B t } t≥0 is a standard Brownian motion andN is a compensated Poisson measure on
The same result holds if we consider F 0 , a probability measure in N and the Wright-Fisher model with short drastic bottlenecks parametrized by α, N , k N = 1 and F 0 .
Remark 3. The definition of F N γ ensures that F N γ is a probability measure on N and k N ∈ [0, 1], so the Wright-Fisher model with short drastic bottlenecks is well-defined, at least for N large enough. In fact, if F 0 satisfies condition (1.3), for k large enough F (k) < k, so k N ≤ N 2γ + C, where C is a constant.
In words, the frequency process associated to the Wright Fisher model with short drastic bottlenecks, converges to a diffusion with jumps that is similar to the frequency process associated to Ξ-Fleming Viot process (where the characterising measure Ξ is the measure S on ∆ sym that can be obtained from F 0 in the same way as in Section 2). When the bottlenecks are frequent (α < 1), the limiting process is a pure jump process whereas, when the bottlenecks are rare (α = 1), we also have a diffusion term, which is a Wright-Fisher diffusion and corresponds to the evolution of the population outside the bottlenecks.
The jump term in (2.9) can be interpreted as follows. At rate F 0 (k) there is a bottleneck in which only k individuals survive. The term "
9).
Proof. This result is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.6 in [8] (which is itself a consequence of Theorem 5.1 in [15] ), applied to the measure S on ∆ sym obtained from F 0 as in Proposition 1 and a drift coefficient equal to 0.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof follows closely the proof of Proposition 3.4 in [8] . The idea is to prove the convergence of the generator of {X N N α t } t≥0 to the generator of {X t } t≥0 . Provided this claim is true, we can use Theorem 19.25 and 19.28 of [12] to prove the week convergence in the Skorokhod topology.
From Lemma 1, {X t } t≥0 exists and has generator A. Its domain contains twice differentiable functions and for a function f ∈ C 2 [0, 1] and x ∈ [0, 1], we have
where the B i 's are independent Bernoulli random variables of parameter x and the second term is the generator of a Ξ-Fleming Viot process, see for example formula (5.6) in [3] (applied to the measure S associated to F 0 ).
First, we study part (2.11). It is well-known that when α = 1, this term converges when N → ∞ to 1 2 x(1 − x)f (x), which is the generator of the Wright-Fisher diffusion. When α < 1 this term becomes of order N α−1 and therefore converges to 0. Second, it is easy to see that part (2.12) converges when N → ∞ to the second term of A in (2.10). Combining these two results, we have A N f → Af .
Let us consider {N t } t≥0 , the block-counting process of the symmetric coalescent characterized by F = 1 α=1 δ 0 + F 0 (or by the associated measure S on ∆ sym , as defined in Proposition 1). We have the following duality relation between the block-counting process of the symmetric coalescent and {X t } t≥0 , the unique strong solution of (2.9).
Theorem 3.
For every x ∈ [0, 1], n ∈ N, we have
This is a special case of Proposition 3.8 in [8] , but we find the proof of this particular case instructive and for the sake of completeness we include it here.
Proof. We first consider the case α < 1. We use Lemma 4.1 in [8] , which states that generator A of {X t } t≥0 , applied to a function f ∈ C 2 [0, 1] admits the following representation
where Z = (Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . ) is S-distributed, {B i } i∈N is a sequence of i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with parameter x, U is uniform in [0, 1], V is Beta(2, 1) in [0, 1] and Z, {B i }, U and V are independent. Using the definition of S, this can be rewritten as
where the expectation is taken with respect to K, a random variable such that for k ≥ 1,
Integrating by parts,
By similar computations as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [8] , we have
Again, following closely the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [8] , we calculate the expectation with respect to V ,
where the last equality comes by integration by parts. Now, we consider the function h on [0, 1] × N such that h(x, n) = x n . We fix n ∈ N and we apply he generator A to h, seen as a function of x,
where in the last line we use the fact that for k 1 , . . . , k K ∈ N,
Consider the random variable W k,n defined in (2.6), for any κ ∈ N, we have
So we have,
where in the last line h is seen as a function of n and G is the generator of the block-counting process of the symmetric coalescent defined in (2.7), in the case a = 0. This completes the proof for the case α < 1.
If α = 1 and f is defined as previously, we have
where A 2 is the infinitesimal generator of {X t } t≥0 for the case α < 1 and A 1 is the generator of the Wright-Fisher diffusion. Let {K t } t≥0 be the block-counting process of the Kingman coalescent and {Y t } t≥0 be the classical Wright-Fisher diffusion. We recall the well known moment duality between these two processes,
This implies that
where the last line corresponds to the generator of {K t } t≥0 . Combining this with the result for the case α < 1, we have
where G is the infinitesimal generator of the block-counting process of the symmetric coalescent for the case a = 1. This completes the proof.
Coalescents with drastic bottlenecks
3.1. The drastic bottleneck coalescent. Now we consider bottlenecks that are drastic but can last for several generations. As we shall see, when the bottlenecks last for more than one generation the genealogy is not described by a symmetric coalescent anymore.
Definition 4 (Wright-Fisher model with long drastic bottlenecks).
Fix α ∈ (0, 1], η > 0, N ∈ N and F 0 and L two probability measures in N. Let {F i } i∈N be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables of law F 0 . Let {l i,N } i∈N and {s i,N } i∈N be two sequences of independent positive random variables such that ∀i ≥ 1, l i,N converges in distribution to L and s i,N follows a geometric distribution of parameter η/N α . In the Wright-Fisher model with long drastic bottlenecks the sequence of population sizes {R N g } g∈Z + is given by
Remark 4. As L does not depend on N , L/N α → 0 in distribution, which ensures that even if the bottlenecks last for several generations, their duration is negligible when time is rescaled by N α . Also, in that time scale, when N → ∞, the distribution of the time between two bottlenecks converges to an exponential distribution of parameter η.
In the limit when N → ∞, the genealogy of this model can be described by the drastic bottleneck coalescent that we now define. As for the symmetric coalescent, the idea is that, in the genealogy there is a 'Kingman part' corresponding to what happens outside the bottlenecks (where the population size goes to infinity) and a 'simultaneous multiple collisions' part corresponding to what happens during the bottlenecks.
To define this type of events, we start by fixing k, g ∈ N and considering the ancestral process of a classical Wright-Fisher model with constant population size k, running for g generations. The blocks obtained are given labels in [k]. The block labelled i contains all the descendants of individual (i, 0). We then define the following random variables: is the number of descendants of individual i after g generations. We denote by A k,g the distribution, in
• Recalling V k,n defined in the paintbox construction of the symmetric coalescent, we define a biased version of A k,g as follows. For n ∈ N ∪ ∞ and i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
Definition 5 (The drastic bottleneck coalescent). Fix F 0 and L two probability measures in N and η > 0. The drastic bottleneck coalescent is defined by the following transition rates. For each b ≥ 2 and k 1 , . . . , k r such that Remark 5. The drastic bottleneck coalescent is a Ξ-coalescent. Using the characterization of the transition rates of a Ξ-coalescent provided in [23] , we have that the characterizing measure Ξ needs to verify
is finite, with
and Ξ k,g (dξ) = 0 otherwise. If F 0 and L are probability measures, Ξ is finite and the drastic bottleneck coalescent is well-defined.
The following proposition follows
Proposition 5. The block-counting process of the drastic bottleneck coalescent has the following transition rates
In words, there are i lineages and a bottleneck of size k and duration g occurs. First, each one of the i lineages chooses a parent amongst the k individuals of the last generation of the bottleneck. The number of remaining lineages is W k,i (as in the S-coalescent). Then the system evolves for another g − 1 generations as the block-counting process of a Wright-Fisher model, with initial size of the sample W k,i . As in the previous section, we can defineḠ, the infinitesimal generator of the block-counting process {N t } t≥0 . For any function h : N → R, we have (3.17)
Remark 6. As in the previous section, we can describe the drastic bottleneck coalescent using a paintbox construction. When the bottleneck lasts for g generations, it would correspond to iterate g times the paintbox construction of the symmetric coalescent.
3.2.
Duality with the Wright-Fisher model with long drastic bottlenecks. Now, we consider the Wright-Fisher model with long drastic bottlenecks from Definition 4, with two types of individuals. We denote by {X N g } g∈N the frequency process associated to that model. 
where {X t } t≥0 is the unique strong solution of the SDE
where du is the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] N and A k,g−1 is the distribution in E k of the family sizes in a classical Wright-Fisher model with population size k, after g − 1 generations (as defined in Section 3.1), i.e. A k,g−1 is the distribution of a vector whose i-th coordinate corresponds to the number of descendants of individual i after g − 1 generations in a classical Wright-Fisher model with population size k.
Remark 7.
To understand why the jump term of this equation takes this form, we need to think about what happens during a bottleneck of size k and length g. When the bottleneck begins, only k individuals of the infinite population survive. The term "1 u i ≤X t − " comes from the fact that individual i is of type 1 with probabilityX t − and of type 0 with probability 1−X t − . This generation corresponds to time 0 for the bottleneck. Then the bottleneck lasts for another g − 1 generations and individual i has a i descendants which are all of the same type as her. See Figure 4 for an illustration of this jump term.
Again, before proving Theorem 4 we shall make sure that a solution to Equation (3.18) exists. Remark 8. To prove this result, one could rewrite the stochastic differential equation (3.18) in terms of a measure Ξ on ∆ that would depend on F 0 , L and A k,g−1 (in fact for k ∈ N and (a 1 , . . . , a k ) drawn from the distribution A k,g−1 , the re-ordering of (a 1 /k, . . . , a k /k) is an element of ∆ * and the measure Ξ would be the one defined in Remark 5). Then Lemma 2 would follow from Lemma 3.6 in [8] (and Theorem 5 would follow form Proposition 3.8 in the same reference). However, we have decided not to modify (3.18) and we give a proof that is more instructive, as it is connected to the parameters of the Wright-Fisher model with long drastic bottlenecks and sheds light on the connection between this Wright-Fisher model and the drastic bottleneck coalescent.
Proof. We use Theorem 5.1 in [15] . In particular, we need to verify conditions (3.a), (3.b) and (5.a) of that paper. Condition (3.a) is trivial, as in our case the drift coefficient is equal to 0. To prove condition (3.b), we have to prove that there exists a constant K such that for every
First, we use the fact that
see for example claim (26) in [8] . Second, without lost of generality we assume that x > y and we have
where the B x i 's and the B y i 's are (dependent) Bernoulli random variables of parameter x and y respectively. Using the fact that (B x i − B y i ) is Bernoulli of parameter x − y we have:
where we used the facts that
and F 0 and L are probability measures. This proves claim (3.19) . Finally, condition (5.a) in [15] is verified because, using similar arguments as before,
This implies that we can apply Li and Pu's theorem [15] and conclude the existence and uniqueness of strong solution of (3.18).
Remark 9. The fact that F 0 and L are probability measures is a sufficient condition for the existence of a unique strong solution to 3.18. In fact the necessary condition is that
where (a 1 , . . . , a k ) is distributed as A k,g−1 .
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 4. Again, the idea is to prove the convergence of the generator of {X N N α t } t≥0 , to the generator of {X t } t≥0 . Provided this claim is true, we can use Theorem 19.25 and 19.28 of [12] to prove the week convergence of {X N N α t } t≥0 towards {X t } t≥0 . From Lemma 2, {X t } t≥0 exists and has generatorĀ. Its domain contains twice differentiable functions and for a function f ∈ C 2 [0, 1] and x ∈ [0, 1], we havē
This generator can be interpreted in the same way as the jump part of (3.18), see Figure 4 .
Part (3.22) corresponds to the generator of a classical Wright-Fisher model (outside the bottlenecks). As already mentioned, it is well-known that when α = 1, this term converges when
, which is the generator of the Wright-Fisher diffusion. When α < 1 this term becomes of order N α−1 and therefore converges to 0. Part (2.12) corresponds to what happens during a bottleneck (and again, it can be interpreted using Figure 4 ). Recall that L/N α → 0 in distribution, i.e. in the new time scale the bottlenecks are instantaneous. As l 1,N converges in distribution to L, part (2.12) converges when N → ∞ to the second term ofĀ (see (2.10) ). Combining these two results, we haveĀ N f →Āf .
We fix α ∈ (0, 1], η > 0 and F 0 and L two probability measures in N. Let us consider {N t } t≥0 , the block-counting process of the drastic bottleneck coalescent characterized by α, η, F 0 and L. As in the previous section, we are going to prove a duality relation between this block-counting process and {X t } t≥0 , the unique strong solution of (3.18) (with the same parameters).
Proof. We start by recalling a moment duality between the frequency process of a classical Wright-Fisher model with population size k, started at x, denoted by {Y k,g,x } g∈N , and the number of blocks in the associated ancestry process of a sample of size n, {K k,g,n } g∈N , which was established by Möhle (Proposition 3.5 in [17] ). We consider the function h on [0, 1] × N such that h(x, n) = x n . We have
i.e., (3.24)
We start by considering the case α < 1. Using the Markov property of the Wright-Fisher model with bottlenecks (i.e. the fact that the u i 's are independent from the a i 's) we can rewriteȲ k,g,x so that for every n ∈ N, the generatorĀ applied to h (seen as a function of x) is
Using the Markov property of {Y k,g,y/k } g∈N we have that
Then, by definition of the classical Wright-Fisher model, we have that Y k,1,p/k has the same distribution as
, where the B i 's are Bernoulli variables of parameter p/k, so using exactly the same computations as in (2.13) and (2.14), we have that
where, from the second to third line we used the duality relation (3.24) . Replacing into the expression of the generatorĀ, we have that
Recall that, if x ∈ {0, 1/k, . . . , 1}, the distribution of
is exactly the distribution of Y k,1,x , so we can apply (3.24) to Y k,1,x and K k,1,b . However, we need to prove that a similar relation exists when x ∈ [0, 1] \ {0, 1/k, . . . , 1}. In fact, using again the same computations as in (2.13) and (2.14), we have that
and we let the reader convince herself that W k,b has the same distribution as K k,1,b . Finally,
where in the last line we used the Markov property of {K k,g,n } g∈N andḠ is the generator of {N t } t≥0 (defined in 3.17) applied to h, seen as a function of n.
If α = 1 we haveĀ
whereĀ 2 is the infinitesimal generator of {X t } t≥0 for the case α < 1 and A 1 is the generator of the Wright-Fisher diffusion. The proof follows by using the moment duality between the Wright-Fisher diffusion and the Kingman coalescent, i.e.
This, combined with the case α < 1 completes the proof. 
Then {Π N t/C N } t≥0 converges to {Π t } t≥0 in the sense of finite dimensional distributions.
Example 1. We start by considering the case where there exists > 0 such that P(R > ) = 1, then the genealogy of the model converges to a constant time rescaling of the Kingman coalescent. To prove it we use Möhle's theorem. In fact,
So C N → 0, D N /C N → 0 and we can apply Proposition 6.
Example 2. We assume that R is a uniform random variable in [0, 1]. Informally, every N generations we expect to have only one individual in the population, so all lineages must coalesce. However, the limiting genealogy is still a Kingman coalescent. In fact,
So C N → 0, D N /C N → 0 and Proposition 6 implies that {Π N tN/ log N } t≥0 → {Π t } t≥0 in the sense of finite dimensional distributions.
Subordinated Kingman coalescents.
In this section we consider bottlenecks that are soft but that last for several generations. As in Section 3.1, we are going to assume that, in the limiting model, the times between two bottlenecks are exponentially distributed. But this time we are going to assume that the bottlenecks are soft i.e.
We present an example inspired from Birkner et al. [3] , in which the limiting genealogy is a subordinated Kingman coalescent.
Definition 6 (Wright-Fisher model with long soft bottlenecks). Fix α ∈ (0, 1], η > 0, N ∈ N and L γ a probability measure in R + . Let {b i,N } i∈N , {l i,N } i∈N and {s i,N } i∈N be three sequences of independent positive random variables. For any i ∈ N, assume that b i,N → 0 in distribution, that l i,N /(N b i,N ) → γ i in distribution, where γ i is a random variable with law L γ , and that s i,N follows a geometric distribution of parameter η/N α . In the Wright-Fisher model with long drastic bottlenecks, the sequence of population sizes {R N g } g∈Z + is given by
As suggested by Birkner et al. [3] , we show in Section 4.3 that when N → ∞ and time is rescaled by N α , the genealogy is described by {Π St } t≥0 where {S t } t≥0 is a subordinator (a compound Poisson process with Lévy measure ηL γ and drift 1). Proposition 6.3 in [3] states that this subordinated Kingman coalescent is in fact a Ξ-coalescent with characterizing measure Ξ = aδ 0 + Ξ KS where
and K t is the number of lineages at time t > 0 in the standard Kingman coalescent starting with K 0 = ∞ and D j is the law of the re-ordering of a (j-dimensional) Dirichlet (1, . . . , 1) random vector according to decreasing size. This result can be interpreted as follows: the simultaneous multiple collisions part in the measure Ξ corresponds to the way the lineages coalesce during the bottlenecks. As the population size during the bottleneck still goes to infinity, its evolution is still given by a Kingman coalescent and it lasts for a time distributed according to L γ . The frequencies of the remaining blocks have a Dirichlet distribution (see for example Corollary 2.1 in [1] ).
Remark 10. In an informal sense, this model can be seen as a limiting scenario for the model presented in Section 3.1 when the population size during the bottleneck goes to infinity. In fact, in the example by [3] we have
where X σ,b is the vector of the sizes of the blocks of a Kingman coalescent at time σ, starting with b blocks (without taking into account the ordering). The latter can be understood as a k = ∞ version of (3.16).
4.3.
Duality between the Wright-Fisher model with long soft bottlenecks and the subordinated Kingman coalescent. Finally, we consider the Wright-Fisher model with long soft bottlenecks from Definition 6, with two types of individuals. We denote by {X N g } g∈N the frequency process associated to that model. Again, before proving Theorem 6 we shall make sure that a solution to Equation (4.26) exists.
Lemma 3. For any probability measure L γ in R + and any α ∈ (0, 1], η > 0, there exists a unique strong solution to the SDE (4.26).
Proof. See Proposition 3.4 in [8] .
We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.
Proof of Theorem 6. Again, the idea is to prove the convergence of the generator of {X N N α t } t≥0 , to the generator of {X t } t≥0 . Provided this claim is true, we can use Theorem 19.25 and 19.28 of [12] to prove the week convergence of {X N N α t } t≥0 towards {X t } t≥0 .
From Lemma 3, {X t } t≥0 exists and has generatorÂ. Its domain contains twice differentiable functions and for a function f ∈ C 2 [0, 1] and x ∈ [0, 1], we havê (4.27) where the B i 's are Bernoulli random variables of parameter x and the second term is the generator of the frequency process associated to a Ξ KS -Fleming Viot process, see for example formula (5.6) in [3] .
The discrete generatorÂ N of {X N N α t } t≥0 , applied to a function f ∈ C 2 [0, 1] in x ∈ [0, 1] can be written aŝ Part (4.29) corresponds to what happens during a bottleneck (we recall that L γ /N α → 0 in distribution i.e. in the new time scale the bottlenecks are instantaneous). It is well-known that {Y k, kt ,x } t≥0 converges in distribution, in the Skorokhod topology to the Wright-Fisher diffusion {Y t } t≥0 with Y 0 = x, and in a similar way we can prove that {Ȳ k, kt ,x } t≥0 converges in distribution, in the Skorokhod topology to the same process. In fact, {Ȳ k, kt ,x } t≥0 has the distribution of the frequency process of a Wright-Fisher model, with a random initial condition. This, combined with the assumptions that Finally, to compute P(Y σ ∈ dy|Y 0 = x), we use the duality relation between the Wright-Fisher diffusion and the Kingman coalescent (2.15). More precisely, to compute the probability that the proportion of type 1 individuals is y at time σ, we can follow backwards in time the ancestry of the whole population. The number of ancestors is given by a Kingman coalescent started at K 0 = ∞. If K σ = j, each one of the j ancestors is of type 1 with probability x and the fraction of the population (at time σ) that is issued from each one of the j ancestors is given by a Dirichlet distribution D j . This means that
and replacing into (4.30), we have thatÂ N converges toÂ.
We fix α ∈ (0, 1], η > 0 and L γ a probability measure in R + . Let us consider {N t } t≥0 , the block-counting process of the subordinated Kingman coalescent characterized by α, η and L γ . As in the previous sections, we are going to prove a moment duality property between the block-counting process and the diffusion with jumps {X t } t≥0 defined above (with the same parameters).
Theorem 7.
For every x ∈ [0, 1], n ∈ N, we have E(X n t |X 0 = x) = E(xN t )|N 0 = n).
Proof. We only consider the case α < 1, (as the extension to the case α = 1 can be done exactly as in Section 2.3). Let h(x, n) = x n , seen as a function of x. Using (4.31), for every n ∈ N, the generatorÂ applied to h (seen as a function of x) can be rewritten aŝ
whereĜ is the generator of {N t } t≥0 applied to h, seen as a function of n.
